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Status
 Closed

Subject
Fixing calendar "confirmation" radio buttons to look like all the others (bootstrap) in Tiki

Version
23.x

Category
- Less than 30-minutes fix
- Developer Training
- Easy for Newbie Dev

Feature
Calendar

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Lastmod by
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Those radio buttons should look like bootstrapped Tiki (colors, borders rounded, etc).

Importance
7

Easy to solve?
10 easy

Priority
70

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
7890

Created
Monday 25 October, 2021 09:18:06 GMT-0000
by Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist
Comments

Jonny Bradley 31 Oct 21 12:25 GMT-0000
But they're not actual "buttons" - they are radio buttons so should be styled accordion to https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.6/components/forms/#radios shouldn't they?

Maybe they would be better converted to a drop down menu perhaps?

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 15 Feb 22 13:36 GMT-0000
@rodrigue.mushid

I understand a fix has been merged 2 weeks ago: https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki/-/merge_requests/1216

However I don't see a fix here (tested on dev today):

Marc Laporte 15 Feb 22 18:17 GMT-0000
Bernard: master 2 weeks ago is Tiki25, not Tiki24

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 21 Feb 22 09:33 GMT-0000
@rodrigue.mushid, thanks good fix
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